LIFESTYLE INSPIRATION ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Premium Binge-Worthy Content

THE BONBON NETWORKS MISSION
DELIVERING PREMIUM,

Binge Worthy

VIDEO CONTENT ON

LIFESTYLE. INSPIRATION. ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
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BEHIND THE SCENES AT BONBON NETWORKS
TO OUR VIEWER
We provide highly curated, premium content on the latest lifestyle,
inspiration and entreprenurial trending Binge-able video that will inspire
you to create more in life.

TO OUR CHANNEL PARTNERS
We are the bridge to get content creators into the major networks
like: APPLE TV, ROKU, AMAZON FIRE, SONY, SAMSUNG,
SHARP and many more…
With a premium channel within BONBON Networks, we share
your content with a smart, sophisticated audience, looking
for your content.
As a channel partner, we instantly introduce your content
to millions of potential viewers.

TO OUR CORPORATE SPONSORS
We provide sponsorship opportunities to reach
some of the hottest audiences, with the lowest
CPM imaginable, period.
3.
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THE PROBLEMS WE SOLVE
1

The time it takes to secure each distribution agreement

2

The access required to premium media outlets & networks
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The money and resources needed to build each distribution channel
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The guaranteed reach with our distribution matrix
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Your branded channel features
Custom Slider
Big and bold banner that catches the attention of your viewers
and drives them directly to your custom video channel

Custom Thumbnail
Help your brand stand out from the crowd and instantly connect
with more of your ideal viewers

Custom Video Channel
A sleek and modern interface that provides easy access to
all your video content
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WE PROVIDE THE BRIDGE TO GET
YOUR CONTENT ON THE NETWORKS
THAT MATTER MOST
AS A CHANNEL PARTNER YOU RECEIVE:
A custom branded channel on our multi-channel network
A custom branded slider to advertise your channel
A custom branded show graphic to promote your show
The ability to add as much content as you like
Social media campaigns for your shows to our over 250k followers
Syndication of your channel to our 30 media partners
The ability to reach millions of viewers on our media platforms
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AUDIENCE STATICTICS
COMBINED COMMUNITY
REACH ON CHANNELS

AVERAGE AGE OF VIEWERS

EDUCATION LEVEL

MEDIAN INCOME

VIEWERSHIP

Over 4 Mil Per month

25 - 45

COLLEGE DEGREE GRADUATE

$ 65,000+

MOSTLY WOMEN 80/20
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

LIFESTYLE. INSPIRATION. ENTREPRENEURSHIP.
“Enjoy the view” Premium Banner sponsorship in the categories of: LIFESTYLE, INSPIRATION,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP (leave room to insert a banner).
Thank you for watching slide at the end of videos
Ability to run per-post and mid-roll commercials for your brand on all of our videos.
A social media campaign, reaching over 250K daily, promoting your brand

THE LOWEST CPM Campaigns, period.

To request a complimentary consultation on options for your brand:

production@bonbonnetworks.com
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LIFESTYLE

INSPIRATION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Enjoy The View
BROUGHT TO YOU BY
9

OUR DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
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WE GET YOUR VIDEOS IN FRONT OF
MILLIONS OF POTENTIAL VIEWERS
AMINO

UNREEL.Me

Skyworth

Swisscom

1 Million - 5 Million Users

100,000 montly active users

21.7 Million Users

1.2 Million Users

Apple TV

Changhong

Sony

Daily Motion

7.4 Million Subscribers

100 Million Subscribers

20.8 Million Viewers

3 Billion views per month

HiSense

Haier

Sanyo

6 Million Viewers

36.85 Million Viewers

40 Million Viewers

iOS

RCN

1 Billion Users

3.8 Million Users
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RAVE REVIEWS

Dr Jay Goodbinder
Host Top Docs
Bonnie was ultra professional and
really brought out what I am
passionate about.
I was able to express myself from
the heart and really tell my story.
It was so fantastic that now I have
patients from all over coming to
my clinic to get better so being on
her show has help many people
truly get their lives back.

Chris Atley
Life Coach

I literally hopped on a plane from
San Diego to be in New York the
next day after BONBONnetworks
reached out to do the show! I had
the most amazing experience with
BONBONnetworks and their crew,
and connected with them all
instantly. I am so thankful for the
opportunity to help as many
people as possible through this
beautiful show.

Vanessa Verduga

Producer Justice Woman

I'm elated that Justice Woman is
being seen on so many diverse
platforms and gaining exposure
daily thanks to the BONBON
networks

Jodi Harman

Relationship Expert
Since my ﬁrst appearance on TV
with Bonnie- BonBon I have since
contracted with her for an
additional ﬁlming for speciﬁc
shots that I wanted to be able to
use for my business.
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RAVE REVIEWS

Ashley Good
Life Coach

If BONBONnetworks appears in
your life say YES!l to the
opportunity. Working with
BONBONnetworks is a ﬂawless
experience, and one throughout
which I felt championed, nurtured,
respected and supported beyond
my highest hopes.
Appearing on BONBONnetworks
show is just one layer of a multi
dimensional blessing.

Chrystal Bougon

Dr Gosia Lorenz

Vanessa Gibson

Producer Curvy Girl

CF, CFMW, LSHC

Real Estate Intuitive

It is so exciting working with
BONBON Networks.
I feel like ﬁnally my message will
reach the masses and help us to
really strengthen our community.
So many women of size are
underserved in fashion and
community Bonbon gives us an
excellent opportunity to reach
more women and we can help
them to feel beautiful, too.
BONBON Networks message of
empowerment is a perfect match
for Curvy Girl Lingerie.

I had a pleasure of working with
Bonnie from BONBON Networks
and it has been such an amazing
experience. Bonnie has a talent
to make her speakers feel at
ease. The interview was fun,
relaxing and very insightful. She
actually invited me to just be me
in front of camera and deliver my
message straight from my heart,
not from a scripted, prepared
text. I could not be not me when
talking to Bonnie. Her kindness,
curiosity, openness and warmth
created this wonderful
atmosphere and space where I
felt welcomed and special. I
wonder what this project will
create and inspire the world? I
know that she will do everything
possible to make it the case!
Thank you, Bonnie so much!!!!

Since the moment I chose to
share my story through BonBon
Networks, my business has been
expanding at an incredible rate!
Bonnie and her team have an
amazing ability to bring out your
true message in a beautiful and
creative way that truly capture the
interest of the viewers!
If you are looking for a way to take
your business to the next level; or
many levels beyond it's current
space with ease and Lots of Fun
and laughter, I invite you to
consider choosing the Gorgeous
Powerhouse, Bonnie Bruderer and
her team at BonBon Networks!
Choose Greatness!
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WHAT WE ARE PROUD OF:

PRODUCTION

FILM SERIES

CHANNEL PARTNERS

SPONSORSHIPS

Produced over 700 unique episodes of BBN Shows
Designed and produced nine original series under BNN and our 1st full feature
!ﬁlm, LIKE.FILM
Have created the opportunity for content creators, all over the world to have a
channel within our network, as well as our 30 media network partners
Worked with top global brands to help them reach the audiences that are looking
for their brands.

AWARDS

And we are just getting started...
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BONBON NETWORKS LLC
NEW YORK / MIAMI
Phone: 1-800-476-5837
Email: media@bonbonnetworks.com
©BONBONnetworks.com 2017
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